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I. Historical Interplay between Specialization and Integration
Ever since the appearance of the social sciences as separate domains of inquiry in the late
nineteenth century, an interplay has occurred between movements for greater spec ialization on the
1
one hand and efforts at interdisciplinary integration on the other hand.
Auguste Comte, one of the founders of m odern social science, envisaged a unified social
science. In the m iddle of last century he expressed a concern that specialization in hum an thought,
while perm itting a "felicitous development of the spirit of detail otherwise im possible . . . spontan2
eously tends . . . to snuff out the spirit of togetherness, or at least to underm ine it profoundly.”
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, the Am erican Social Science Association was
struggling heroically to keep the social sciences together and focused on sol ving hum an probl em s. But
the centrifugal forces of specialization and professionalization associated with the industrialization of
Am erica spurred the establishm ent of one separate social science discipline after another. With the
founding of the Am erican Political Science Association in 1903 and the American Sociological Society
in 1905 the original Social Science Association was reduced to an empty shell that totally collapsed a
3
few years later. Yet, ironicall y, Professor Albion Sm al l, one of the founders of the American
Sociol ogical Society and the first editor of its journal, wrote in 1910:
Specialized science, whether physical or social , inevitably passes into a
stage of uncorrelated scientific piece-work. In this stage of dism em berment,
science is as inconclusive through its lack of coherence as it was in an
earlier period from its superficiality. That is, it then had breadth without
4
depth, it now has depth without breadth.
The Social Science Research Council was organized in the 1920's with the explicit purpose of
5
providing a forum for integration across disciplines. And in the 1930's, Otto Neurath at the University
of Chicago initiated an im pressive effort to prepare an International Encyclopedia of Unified Science.
Despite these efforts, a painful fact of reality was stated by R. S. Lynd in 1939:
The failure of the social sciences to think through and to integrate their
several responsibilities for the common probl em of relating the analysis
of parts to the analysis of the whole constitutes one of the m ajor l ags
6
crippling their utility as human tools of knowledge.
The problem and the need have not disappeared to this day. In fact, the situation may have
worsened in som e respects whil e im proving in others. Disciplines and subdisciplines are now m ore
num erous and m ore firmly entrenched in the academy than ever. Yet the social movem ents of the
sixties spawned several new interdiscipl ines which are still in existence. Moreover, the prevalent
vocational ism of the seventies has shifted attention from the theoretical to the applied fields of study,
which are by necessity interdisciplinary in nature.
An interdiscipl inary program that offers a curriculum explicitly designed to help students
overcome some of the fragmentation of knowl edge soon discovers that neither students nor faculty are
satisfied with a program that does not go beyond strident critique of excessive specialization or exhortations to "put things together, to m ake man whole again," no m atter how cathartic this m ay be. To
further com pl icate m atters, the label "interdisciplinary" itself became a buzzword for all the curricul ar
reforms introduced in the late sixties and intended to make college education "more relevant." A
plethora of "innovative" "interdisciplinary" program s sprouted up all over the country. Many of these
were stronger on admirabl e sentiment than on intell ectually defensible content or structure.
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Interdisciplinary faculty had to articul ate m ore effectively just what it was they were about so that they
coul d answer the students who wanted to know what interdisciplinary studies were as well as to
respond to skeptical coll eagues in the traditional departm ents who were displaying an increasingl y
jaundiced eye towards "all this interdiscipl inary stuff."
During the turmoil of the late sixties I wrote a sm all paper in which I attem pted to make som e
7
basic distinctions between various kinds of interdisciplinary approaches in the social sciences. A few
years l ater the sem inal OECD study appeared, entitl ed Interdisciplinarity: Problems of Teaching and
Research in Universities. Not only did this study set the framework for almost all subsequent
discussion on the subj ect, but it also established the term "interdisciplinarity" in our professional
8
jargon .
The early 1970's al so witnessed that diffusionary phenom enon of an idea spreading l ike
wildf ire through the nation’s higher academ ies, nam ely Thom as Kuhn's Structure of Scientific
9
Revolutions. All at once, anyone not talking about the "paradigm s" of scientif ic disciplines was
hopelessl y out of it. That included social scientists, even though Kuhn him self had called their
disciplines "pre-paradigm atic." Interestingly, Kuhn’s book is part of the f irst and only published
volumes of Professor Neurath's International Encyclopedia of Unified Science mentioned above.
Kuhn's work in the history of science does help us to clarif y the m eaning of that fundamental
concept, academ ic discipline.
II. The Concept of Discipline
The term discipline refers to areas historically delineated by departmentalization. Thus in the
social sciences the generally recognized disciplines are anthropology, econom ics, history,
geography, political science, psychology and sociology. Within each discipline there are rational,
accidental and arbitrary factors responsible for the peculiar com bination of subject m atter,
techniques of investigation, orienting thought m odels, principles of anal ysis, m ethods of explanation
and aesthetic standards. Each social science discipl ine looks at a part of the world of human
10
behavior in its own pecul iar way. The y have divided this same m aterial f ield into "several
11
conceptually distinct levels, aspects, functions and dimensions."
In fact, discipl ines in any f ield are characterized by their special filtering and interpreting
devices. Over time, the m em bers of a particular discipline acquire a shared set of principles by
which their inquiries are directed. These principles direct the discipl inarian to observe certain facts
out of the virtually inf inite variety of possibil ities. These facts are organized by the conceptions -the "make-sense patterns" -- of the discipline, and thus are given m eaning. As Joseph Schwab has
so persuasively demonstrated,
The scientif ic knowledge of any given tim e rests not on the facts but on
selected facts and the selection rests on the conceptual principles of the
inquiry. Moreover . . . it is of the facts interpreted, and this, too, depends
12
on the conceptual principles of the inquiry.
The structure of the discipline, therefore, tends to determ ine what aspect of reality is
studied, how it is understood, and the relative validit y of the descriptive and explanatory
13
statem ents derived therefrom .
Kuhn's discussion of paradigm s m akes essentially the sam e argument about what guides
scientif ic inquiry; only the concept paradigm is used to stand for all the elements def ining a
discipline m entioned above. In his 1969 postscript, Kuhn labeled the "comm on possession of the
practitioners of a particular discipline" its "discipl inary m atrix" and discussed four components:
sym bol ic general izations, bel ief s (including beliefs in particular m odels), val ues and e xem plars (the
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previousl y successful problem-solving approaches). He now wishes to l im it the m eaning of
paradigm to the last com ponent, but adm its that it will be diff icult, as it has "assum ed a life of its
14
own."
Whatever one calls the basic shared views of a group of scholars-teachers-researchers
organized into a discipline, there is no doubt about their e xistence or their im pact on the
transm ission and pursuit of knowledge. Speaking of higher education, Joseph Kockelm ans recently
observed,
Our world has becom e spl intered and f ragmented by t he f act that each
individual discipl ine has developed its own general conceptual f ramework,
its own set of theories and methods, all of which in the f inal analysis rest on
im plicit philosophical assumptions and ultim ately lead to different con15
ceptions of the world.
In other words, each discipl inary com m unit y shares it s own unique world view.
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Robert Redf ield described world view as the way a group of people organize their conceptions,
their feelings about their experience and things in that experience. It is a "stage set." "World views are
visions outward from the self . . . and conceptions of everything." They contain a sense of order, of
17
what is real and how knowledge is obtained. They are the "underlying prem ises" of thought.
The advantages of using "world view" as a conception in understanding disciplines are
several. World view is a universal concept. Every culture, e very subculture and e very group has
one. Students can m ore easil y acquire an understanding of something if they themselves have
experienced it. No argum ents arise over whether a group has acquired one yet or not. The degree of
unanim it y surrounding a group’s world view is a question to e xplore, but not its presence or
absence. Furtherm ore, world view points to the conceptual construction which is used by a group to
interpret realit y. In m y view, it is that conceptual fram ework, the associated im ages and m etaphors,
plus the understandings of relationships am ong them which pre-em inentl y influence how the
mem bers of one discipline think in contrast to the m em bers of another discipline. It is not subject
matter or the nam ing of a single central concept that identif ies the essence of a discipline, but the
predom inant thought m odel or models. "Any kind of discourse in the social sciences presupposes a
model which specifies the basic relationships of hum an beings to the environment. This is true even
18
when the details of the m odel are not spelled out."
Econom ics, which probabl y has the m ost conceptual order among the social sciences, has its
market m odel . It is a fully articulated logical m odel with assum ptions on hum an nature; a specified set
of roles and relationships; a single, com m ensurable, all-pervasive indicator; a calculus; a m ode of
representation and a predictable set of consequences if certain conditions hold. Does it not meet
Heckhausen's "m ost crucial criterion level of a discipline -- the level of theoretic al integration"?
Each em pirical discipline tries to reconstruct the 'real ity' of its subject
matter in theoretical term s in order to get hold of that overwhelm ingly
com plex realit y, in order to understand, e xplain and predict phenom ena
19
and e vents involving the subject m atter.
Certainly the degree and type of theoretical integration varies f rom one discipline to another,
due largely to accidents of historical configurations. The range in political science from philosophers to
behaviorists produces com partmentalized subfields; yet the elan of identity with the overall discipline
manages to hold the parts together. In other discipl ines, such as psychology, different schools of
thought com pete to e xplain the sam e subject m atter: behaviorists vs. psychoanalysts vs.
phenomenologists etcetera. As Professor Newell contends, these competing schools of thought do
20
com plicate m atters further. Nevertheless, there are underlying premises which m em bers of
disciplinary groups do share and which distinguish one group f rom another. Would anyone deny the
existence of im portant world-view differences between political scientists and psychologists? The
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problem com es in identifying them , describing them and f inding ways to verify them .
Another advantage of using world view as the prim ary m eans of distinguishing one discipline
from another is its efficiency. No one can learn all the research specialities, techniques and
findings of a single discipline, let alone several. Nor can very m any individuals be expected to
achieve enough conditioning in several disciplines so that they full y internalize their respective
paradigm s. Needed is a consciously explicit, feasible and val id device for acquiring an effective
com prehension of the key distinguishing attributes of the social science disciplines. World view
meets that need.
Finally, worl d view provides a conceptual handl e for making distinctions between different
interdisciplinary approaches. To what degree com ponents are coordinated and conceptual ly ordered
provides one axis of differentiation. Shared underlying premises serve as another basis for
categorizing.
The following taxonom y of different interdisciplinary approaches el aborates on a schem e which
I proposed in my earlier paper. It has also benefited from other definitional and classification
21
proposal s which appeared in the 1970's, but it differs substantiall y from each of them. There is no
eternal verity to the definitions or l abels proposed. Nevertheless, the distinctions themselves are
useful as an aid to communication within both educational and research contexts.
The three basic approaches to interdiscipl inary study in the social sciences can be
conveniently identified as multi-disciplinary, cross-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary. Interdisciplinary
then rem ains the generic all-encom passing concept and includes all activities which juxtapose, apply,
com bine, synthesize, integrate or transcend parts of two or more disciplines. Multi-disciplinary activity
involves juxtaposing, but experiencing little contact between the participating discipl ines. Crossdisciplinary approaches involve real interaction across disciplines, though the extent and nature vary
considerably. Trans-disciplinary approaches feature overarching thought m odels which propose to
replace existing disciplinary world views.
III. The Multi-Discipl inary Approach
The m ulti-disciplinary approach involves the sim ple act (not easily accomplished in m any
graduate schools) of juxt aposing several discipl ines. A student m ight take courses from several
departm ents, or individual courses m ight be team-taught by professors from different disciplines. This
approach invol ves no system atic attempt at integration or combination, but m erely an exposure to
more than one discipline. Many research teams and conference panels follow this pattern. Each
disciplinarian does "his own thing" in his own universe of discourse. Consequentl y, communication is
poor, and whatever breadth is achieved rem ains superficial. Introductory general-education courses
in social science often take this m ulti-disciplinary form . Though interdis ciplinary work of this "multi"
kind m ay be better than narrow specialization, a questionable eclecticism tends to emerge. The most
outspoken critics of interdisciplinary work usually have this approach in mind.
Neverthel ess, whenever the public calls for solutions to a serious social probl em, m ultidisciplinary research team s tend to be established.
Undoubtedly, when it is a question of solving a problem bearing on social and
econom ic devel opm ent, it is essential to look beyond the horizons of one
special ized discipl ine; it quickl y becom es evident that many l inks exist
between elem ents which a specialized m onodisciplinary scientific anal ysis
woul d be l iable to separate, and the natural im pulse is to go beyond the
frontiers of particular disciplines in order to get a m ore general and com plete
22
picture.
The “real world" is not divided up in the sam e fashion as academ ic departm ents, and policy
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proposal s based on the narrow view of one discipline are at the least naive and in the worst case
may lead to disastrous m istakes. Econom ists have learned this lesson the hard way, for many of
their recommendations to the less developed countries have proven irrelevant or erroneous due to
their failure to consider the social and political context or the applicability of their culture-bound
models.
Many m ul ti-disciplinary research projects produce reports with a chapter from each of the
participating disciplinary specialists that show little evidence of communication between them.
Professor Millikan of MIT, in reporting the results of a multi-disciplinary research project concerning
agricultural problems in less developed countries, complained,
After we had conducted quite a num ber of these interviews we found we could
pretty m uch predict the answer we would get from any particular specialist if
we had enough information in advance about the nature of his specialty.
Analysis of agricultural failures tended . . . to follow the discipline of the
diagnostician. Each specialist would find that the factor fam iliar to him was
crucial in the given situation, though he m ight also acknowledge the rol e of
factors in fields other than his own. His prescription woul d read: 'Do
23
som ething about my factor first -- and the others will follow.’
Professor Kenneth Boulding encapsulated this problem in verse:
Econom ists, it's pl ain to see
All think that prices are the key.
For no economy will grow
With inputs high and outputs low.
Markets and competition now
Must be the hand that speeds the plow –
Making in one Rostowian l eap
Corn dear and fertilizers cheap.
Some think the answer lies in Risk;
Others, that land reform's the whisk
To brush away the blocks that bar
Devel opment's immobile car.
For Anthropologists, Tradition
Remains the major inhibition,
And peasants, oftener than we think
When led to water, do not drink.
With facts too m any now to l ist'em
The answer is a General System .
So what has got to be advised
24
Is 'get the stuff com puterized.’
Some m ulti-disciplinary research team s actually begin talking with each other and start
perceiving that comm unication difficulties are hindering their effectiveness. When they initiate efforts
at transl ating, coordinating, combining and even building conceptual bridges, they are no longer a
problem-focused m ulti-disciplinary group, but one with cross-disciplinary attributes.
Many so-called interdisciplinary courses are probl em focused, and as long as the problem
continues as the only comm on thread, they m anifest the conceptual compartm entalization of the m ultidisciplinary approach. A problem is a good place to begin, because it generates interest on the part of
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students and faculty from several disciplines and the bringing together has value in and of itself.
However, the problem does not provide a conceptual fram ework for its own analysis, but has to be
provided by the investigators -- the teachers, curriculum builders, researchers. Good education should
concern itself with human problem s, but collective anal ysis requires general principles and conceptual
frameworks which m ake possible not only a better com prehension of the nature of the problem at hand
and possible solutions but al so a set of analytical tools which can be transferred to the understanding
of other com parable situations as they present them selves in the future.
IV. The Cross-Disciplinary Approach
Guy Michaud, in his introduction to Interdisciplinarity , while defining what I consider the
generic term cam e fairl y close to defining what I call the cross-disciplinary approach.
A cross-disciplinary group consists of persons trained in different f ields of
knowledge (disciplines) with different concepts, m ethods, and data and term s
organized into a comm on effort on a com m on problem with continuous intercom munication am ong the participants from the different disciplines ...
interaction may range from simple com m unication of ideas to the m utual
integration of organizing concepts, methodology, procedures, epistem ology,
term inology, data, and organization of research and education in a fairly
25
large field.
I have divided the current state of cross-disciplinary efforts into seven categories: topical
focus, professional preparation, life e xperience perspective, shared com ponents, cross-cutting
organizing principles, hybrids and grand synthesis.
Cross-disciplinary topics frequently em erge from perceived social problem areas. Crim e
(law and order) is a social concern. Every one of the social science disciplines has som ething to
say about crim e. Cross-disciplinary research has been conducted on the subject. Cross-discipl inary courses and program s in Crim inal Justice ha ve been established at m an y institutions of
higher learning. Another topical example is Area Studies. World War II gave a boost to Area
Studies, and though their fortunes have varied o ver the years, most universities still offer one or
more cross-disciplinary program s in Area Studies (Latin Am erican Studies, East Asian Studies,
Am erican Studies, etc.). In response to labor-managem ent conflicts, research institutes and
academ ic programs in Industrial Relations were initiated around the country. More recently,
problem s in central cities have led to Urban Studies. Concern over an aging population has
fostered the new cross-disciplinary field of Gerontology. W orries about the degradation of the
environm ent were instrum ental in the appearance of Environmental Studies. Som e universities have
an entire school devoted to Environmental Studies, such as Griffiths in Queensl and, Austral ia. A few
colleges are totally organized around this fiel d, such as Green Bay, Wisconsin. The l ist of crossdisciplinary topics could go on and on: Religious Studies, Futurism, Hum an Sexual ity Studies, and
so on.
The degree of conceptual order in these topical studies varies greatly. In fact, some of the
older ones, such as Area Studies, seem to be going through periodic identit y crises. In my view
these crises are highly rel ated to low degrees of conceptual coherence. Environm ental Studies
usually has a high degree of conceptual integration, because it has the thought model of
26
ecol ogy, which in turn has kinship with general system s -- a trans-disciplinary approach which
will be discussed briefly below.
Academ ic programs organized around these cross-disciplinary topics frequentl y utilize courses
taught by the various disciplines on their topics (Urban Sociology, Urban Geography, Urban
Econom ics, etc. in Urban Studies program s) and are thus boundary-crossing in that respect. They are
not necessarily limited to the social sciences in the disciplines on which they draw -- Environmental
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Studies being a germ ane exam ple in that respect. The programs based on these topics are generally
considered l iberal arts in nature, even though the fam iliarities acquired by students m ajoring or
minoring in particular fiel ds may be prerequisite to obtaining init ial em ployment in them.
The next cross-disciplinary category, professional preparation, differs from the topical by being
programmaticall y self-contained and self-defined as professional rather than a liberal arts education. It
has an unequivocally clear vocational focus. Examples include Business (the most thriving field of
study today), Nursing, Hom e Economics, Social Work, Recreation, Heal th Education, Public
Administration, etc. These fields usually have national associations which set standards and accredit
the institutions which m eet them. The ritual of accreditation binds the practitioners together in
common experience and curricul a. Many have state certification procedures as well.
Though cross-disciplinary approaches which share a life experience perspective are not
unknown in the past, the developm ents of the late sixt ies and seventies have m ade this category a
much more prom inent one than ever before. Academ ic programs in Ethnic Studies and Women
Studies are outgrowths of the civil rights and women's rights m ovements of the rec ent decades. San
Francisco State University, for example, has a B.A. program in Women Studies plus an entire School
of Ethnic Studies, including programs in Asian-Am erican Studies, Black Studies, La Raza Studies and
Native Am erican Studies, all established in the 1970s.
The fundam ental prem ise of these life experience perspective programs holds that people who
have experienced a sim ilar state of oppression share a sim ilar perspective on all facets of life which
differs substantially from the perspective of those representing the white, m ale-dom inated segm ent
of society. The advocates of this view contend that science, espec ially the biological and social
sciences, m anifests this biased social reality as profoundly as any other social product.
Operating under the guise of obj ectivity scientists perpetuate a subjective m yth
of wom en's inferiority which is contrary to the life experience of wom en . . .
When this leads to the kind of thinking which polarizes the objective and
subj ective, the rational and emotional, m ale and female, a dichotom y of
27
knowl edge is created which Women Studies rej ects.
Though the life experience perspective cross-disciplinary program s of Ethnic and Women
Studies claim to holistically encom pass all disciplines normally taught within the university, they tend
to be either m ore "hum anistic" or “social scientific" in orientation. They are seeking their own unique
conceptual framework . Wom en Studies has an excell ent journal (Signs ) in which this objective is
expl icitl y pursued.
The cross-disciplinary category of shared com ponents has a m uch longer and quieter history.
Sim ilar research methods are often shared across the em pirical disciplines. Nearly all the disciplines
and sub-disciplines in the social sciences util ize the techniques of statistical inference. Statisticians
are supposed to be able to ply their trade in any dis ciplinary context. There are degree program s and
professional associations in quantitative m ethods based on this premise. Many have contended that
the mathem atics of probability, or game theory, or inform ation theory could serve as a converging
conceptual vehicle, albeit at a high level of abstraction, cross the separate discipl ines. The fact that
the sym bols in the mathem atical structures are not im mediately connected to any el em ents in the
material fiel d presumably serves as a special advantage. But not everyone has been convinced by this
argum ent:
How can mathem atical or com puter m odel s bridge the gaps between the
various subject matters and their respective level s of theoretical integration
28
for disciplines like econom ics, psychology and geography?
One component which the various disciplines do not share is a common language.
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A basic l aw is that speakers of the sam e language, once isol ated into separate
communities, drift into local idiosyncrasies and eventual unintelligibility, once the
29
discipline of common conversation is rem oved.
Yet this very lack has m otivated som e ambitious individuals to create a l anguage into which all the
differentiated disciplinary j argons coul d be transl ated -- a metalanguage. A few inform ation retrieval
projects have attempted this task, but none has been widely accepted, or even noticed m uch, for
that m atter. Creating an effective m etalanguage is no easy undertaking, as my coll eague Professor
Bailis has observed.
First, single term s m ust be devised to stand for simil ar things and events
that are differentl y nam ed or identified in the discipl inary jargons.
Second, terms are needed to express rel ationships among interactive
things and events which are discretely represented in the several jargons.
Third, these terms must be explicated in a way that represents the
disciplinary elem ents (related conceptions, m ethodol ogies and subj ect
matter claim s) for which they (these term s) stand as coalescent with
30
respect to a common material field.
This third requirem ent invol ves the means of "repairing the direm ptions" which "pervasive
31
special ism" has wrought.
A popul ar cross-disciplinary approach involves the use of cross-cutting organizing principles
which are usuall y encapsulated in a focal concept or a fundam ental social process. The concept "role,"
for instance, can be used to organize ideas and findings across disciplinary lines. All of the disciplines
use the concept rol e to signify certain types of hum an behavior, though this is em bedded in the particular discipline's thought m odel (the consum er rol e in the market m odel, the person playing a role in the
social structure as conceived by sociology’s structural -functional m odel, an individual performing a role
in history, a person serving as a “role model" in the conceptual fram ework of one school of thought in
psychol ogy, and so on). Another cross-cutting concept is exchange. Peopl e, whether in interaction with
themselves, others, collectivities or the environment, can be conceived as engaging in exchange
rel ationships. Though the nature and content of the exchange m ay differ, the overall form may not.
Professor George Hom ans and others have gone further than just organizing findings, statem ents and
research efforts around the concept of exchange: They have proposed an exchange theory which
encom passes the total m aterial field of all the social sciences and thus assumes the characteristics of
32
a trans-disciplinary approach.
Social processes, like acculturation, social ization and modernization provide highly viable
bases for cross-disciplinary cross-fertilization, cooperation and conceptual reorganization. In the
course of centering attention on a hum an social process -- one that is widely experienced and that
has observable dynam ics with m any interrelationships -- conventional disciplinary boundaries are
often perceived as stultifying and confining. Modernization studies since World War II have am pl y
dem onstrated this point.
An integrated approach allows the researcher and the experim enter to
concentrate on probl ems of devel opment in general, no less than its parts.
The option to this open-ended approach is a further emphasis on
disciplinary boundaries. This woul d yield form al elegance at the expense
of the whole spectrum: economic devel opment apart from political devel op33
ment, political devel opm ent apart from social devel opment, etc.
In one sense m odernization studies have turned specialization inside out, because it is
modernization itself which has produced greater and greater specialization in all instit utions of the
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society, including the scientific enterprise. To then turn around and presum e that the highl y differentiated reality construction of m odernity fits the m ore diffuse and hol istic circum stances of less
modernized societies flies in the face of the historical process which the m ore modernized societies
themselves have just been through.
Probably the most readily recognized cross-disciplinary approach is the hybrids. These
involve the com bining of parts of two existing, related disciplines to form interstitial new crossdisciplines which attem pt to bridge perceived gaps between discipl ines. Well known examples include social psychology, economic anthropolog y, pol itical sociology, biogeograph y, culture and
personality, econom ic history, and so on. As Prof essor Bail is would note, an effort has been
made to com bine or converge certain levels, aspects, functions and dim ensions.
Thus, where personal ity deals with an individual’s organization for
response to a perceived environment, culture, social structure, econom y
and polity all pertain to the collective or aggregate level of human activit y.
Moreover, where culture generall y designates the sym bolic aspect of
collective behavior, the rules of right beha vior that are ostensibly f ollowed
by an entire population, social structure m ost often refers to the m aterial
aspect, to the way that behavior is affected by mem bership in specif ic
categories and groupings of people within a population. Polity and
econom y, on the other hand, vie w the collective level in term s of specific
functions: how the power to make decisions for a people is allocated and
used; how the material m eans of satisfying wants are produced, distributed
and consum ed. The m aterial field of social science is also divided along
the dimensions of tim e and space, for historians seek the pasts of various
aspects, levels, and functions of hum an behavior, while their spatial
34
distributions concern geographers.
Some of the cross-disciplines have devel oped very distinctive world views, which are then
borrowed by scholars back in the hom e disciplines. Social psychology's sym bolic interaction is
one case in point.
Finall y, there is the cross-disciplinary approach which I have labeled grand synthesis. I
introduced this category to m y ta xonom y in order to distinguish certain proponents of unif ication of
knowledge from m y sense of the trans-discipl inary approach. The grand synthesizers are scholars who
argue that interdisciplinarit y correctl y refers to the system atic integration of all discipl inary structures.
They seem to envisage a m erging-together of all the scientif ic disciplines that deal with the sam e
material field, i.e., human beha vior. Unfortunately, even though these disciplines may superficially
share some attributes, the differences between them are form idable. They do not naturall y tend to
converge e ven when brought together in close interaction, because their fram es of reference, their
languages, their respective worl d views are fundam entally incommensurable. Each term, each proposition is inextricably embedded in the make-sense pattern of the discipline. There is really no feasibl e way
to add up all the discipl inary com ponents and produce a coherent whole.
V. The Trans-disciplinary Approach
The third m ajor category of m y classification schema is the trans-disciplinary approach. Transdisciplinary approaches are articul ated conceptual frameworks which claim to transcend the narrow
scope of disciplinary worl d views and m etaphorically encom pass the several parts of the material field
which are handled separately by the individual specialized disciplines. These overarching thought
models are holistic in intent. They propose to reorganize the knowledge structure in the social sciences
(and in som e cases, other fields of inquiry as well). Though some supporters of trans-disciplinary
approaches suggest that their favorite conceptual framework shoul d actuall y repl ace existing
disciplinary approaches, others see them as al ternatives or as providers of coherence for crossdisciplinary efforts. The various trans-disciplinary approaches differ from each other in several
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characteristics. One dimension in which they differ is the type of isom orphism claimed between their
conceptual structures and the "real world" which they presum abl y represent. Some claim a greater
specificity of correspondence and receptivity to quantitative m anipulation whil e criticizing others for
their loose form ulations and weakness in em pirical application. Supporters of general system s, one of
the major trans-disciplinary approaches, som etimes criticize other trans-disciplinary approaches such
as Marxism and structural ism in this fashion. Professor Phillips, an analytic-reductionist, criticizes all
trans-disciplinary approaches for their methodological inadequacies; but as Professor Bailis states,
Holist conceptions clearly provide a different way of looking at the world . .
. W e m ay be able to use such conceptions to investigate and understand
the objects of our experience in fresh and interesting ways . . . Furthermore, these conceptions are the heuristic guidelines of scientific inquiry
and explanation. Modern holism’s central ideas -- internal relations and
isomorphism -- call attention to a pair of im portant possibilities. First, that it
may be fruitful to regard as rel ated or alike those things which we have
learned to regard as different or discrete under the im press of analysis and
reductionism. Second, that it m ay be fruitful t o attempt to comprehend
things so regarded under comm on sets of assum ptions that cross-cut and
even integrate our e xist ing system s of knowledge -- our disciplines, if you
will, that have become profoundl y diff erentiated under the influence of
35
analytic specialization.
Other trans-disciplinary approaches besides general system s, structural ism and Marxism
include phenom enology, pol icy sciences, e volution, sociobiolog y, etc. (I am not making any claim s
to com pleteness or mutual exclusivity in this category list or in others in this paper. My intention is
a better classification schem a -- one that makes clear, helpful distinctions between different types
of interdisciplinary approaches.)
Probably the most prevalent and influential transdisciplinary approach in Am erican social
science is general system s theory. It has its own professional association, and many dis ciplinarians
have attem pted to imperialisticall y absorb it within their discipline -- both sure signs of its stature.
Robert Will iam s, a student of general system s theory and especially its modern father, Ludwig von
Bertalanffy and its pro lific current spokesm an, Ervin Laszlo, has identif ied the six m ajor tenets:
1. Nature is composed of a hierarchy of system s, each with a specif ic structure m ade up of
certain m aintained relationships among its parts and m anifesting irreducible characteristics of its
own.
2. Hom ologies or isomorphism s -- There are sim ilar structural patterns up through the whole
succession of physical, biological and social system s.
3. Sim ilar de velopm ental patterns are manifest throughout all of nature's system s. Evolution
is toward order, integration, complexity and individuation and awa y f rom m ultiplicit y and chaos.
4. Cybernetics -- Open system s are interacting wholes with inputs, throughputs and outputs
of energy and inform ation. Through negative feedback, system s maintain a dynam ic equilibrium .
Coding (com munication triggers), negative entropy (organization of energy f rom the environm ent in
order to m aintain the system) and equif inality (different development paths can lead to the same
destination) are basic con cepts in the cybernetic m odel.
5. Macrodeterminism -- Prediction of individual events is neither possible nor necessary,
though general movem ents and state qual ities of system s can be predicted.
6. Holism -- System s are viewed as integrated whol es of their subsidiary
com ponents and never as mechanistic aggregates of parts in isolatable causal
36
rel ations .
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Walter Buckl ey summarizes the advantages of the general system s thought
model as a trans-disciplinary approach in another set of six points:
1. A comm on vocabulary;
2. A means of understanding large, com plex organizations;
3. A synthetic approach that keeps things together in their hol istic contexts;
4. A focus on information and comm unication nets;
5. The study of rel ations rather than entities with an emphasis on process
and transition probabilities;
6. "An operationally definable, objective, non-anthropomorphic study of
purposiveness, goal-seeking system behavior, sym bolic cognitive processes,
consciousness and self-awareness, and sociocultural em ergence and dynam ics in
37
general."
Of course, m any of these advantages can be questioned, and som e critics
accuse general system s of possessing the very attributes which it professes to avoid.
They call general systems m echanistic, overl y cognitive, prescriptive, too structured, not
transl atable into available mathem atical rel ationships, open to serious m isuse by zealots,
etc.
The m ost extensive and successful appl ication of general system s to basic social
38
science has been done by Alfred Kuhn. As above, the basic m odel is the cybernet ic
system -- a controlled, feedback system with three components: detector (information),
selector (preferences) and effector (action). Individual behavior can be anal yzed within
this form ulation, as can interpersonal behavior in which detector equals communication,
selector equals transaction and effector equals organization. Interpersonal com ponents
can be combined into social com posites. "This volum e uses a conceptual structure which
sees the basic social science discipl ines not as sociology, econom ics and political
science, but as communication, transaction, and organization, approached through a base
39
in system analysis." Despite earl ier hopes by Professor Boul ding and others that
college curricula would be revolutionized by Kuhn's Herculean efforts, acceptance has not
been overwhelm ing.
On the other hand, general system s as a conceptual approach enjoyed widespread influence
across America in the sixties and seventies. It was the basis of the new approach to public budgeting
introduced by the Kennedy adm inistration and codified by President Johnson in the PPBS (Planning,
Program ming and Budgeting System s) Executive Order, which influenced the planning and evaluation
approaches to virtually all l arge organizations in the United States. The ecological movem ent also
rel ied on general systems for m uch of the conceptual coherence in its intellectual case, though general
system s itself incorporated some ol der ecol ogical principles in its form ulation.
Structuralism , another m aj or transdiscipl inary approach, shares some assum ptions with general
system s. These assum ptions include the rel atedness of all things, their organization into levels of
isom orphic structures with l aws of transformation, structures (or systems) m anifesting hom eostatic sel fregulation and holism . But structuralists do not deal prim aril y with the em pirical observabl es of system s,
nor do they believe that the participants in them are necessarily aware of the latent structures which are
influencing them . Structuralists look for the underlying form al structures, the deep structures, which
they believe reflect the basic cognit ive, biologically derived structure of hum an thought. They see these
structures as binary oppositions, at tim es with m ediators, such as hot-cold, m e-other, raw-cooked, l ifedeath, etc.
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The unconscious activity of the m ind consists in im posing forms upon
content, and if these forms are fundam entally the same for all minds -ancient or m odern, prim itive or civilized (as the study of the symbolic
function, as expressed in language, so strikingly indicates) -- it is
necessary and sufficient to grasp the unconscious structure und erl ying
each institution and each custom in order to obtain a principle of
40
interpretation val id for other institutions and other custom s.
According to Professor Gardner, the structuralist position threatens the behaviorist and
functionalist views which currently dom inate Angl o-Am erican social science, for not only does it rely
on innate m ental structures and non-historical, universal sim ilarities but it al so "finds no need to posit
41
'needs for' or 'functions of' structure.” The most important part and test of the structuralist m ethod
in Professor Deetz's view is the effort "to take l ogical permutations from a formul ated structural unity
42
and find em pirical instances in widel y varying situations which fulfill these possibilities." Piaget, on
several occasions, has suggested that structural analysis will provide the basis for eventual
interdisciplinary integration.
Structuralism , especially the Levi-Strauss variety, has com e under heavy attack from
many quarters, including proponents of com peting trans-disciplinary approaches such as Marxism.
Marxism and structural ism differ in their starting premises, Marxism giving pre-eminence to the
material forces of production in the form ation of human societies, including its sym bol ic
manifestations, whereas structural ists l ook to the deep structure in the human mind as influencing
43
the eventual form of hum an customs and institutions .
Yet Marxism shares certain assum ptions with structuralism and even with general
system s. They all share the assum ption of the interrelatedness and interdependence of nature.
Marxism shares a belief in progressively differentiating evolution with general systems, but the
driving force and form of the process are different. Some of the basic principles of Marxism have
been applied to nature in general, such as continuous change through quantitative accum ulation
leading to periodic qualitative revolutions, but essentially Marxism is a non-discipline-specific
thought model for the study of hum an societies and history. There are Marxist schools of thought,
small though they may be, in all social science disciplines in the United States.
Change is continuous, teleological and inel uctabl e. It proceeds through the dialectic of
contradiction -- one state leads to its opposite and the contradiction between them produces a
synthesis which immediatel y generates its opposite, and so on. In hum an history the state of
technology determines a particular mode of production, which in turn determines a particular set of
productive rel ations -- classes, pre-eminently one of owners and controllers of the m eans of
production and one of workers and non-owners -- which have a necessary buil t-in contradiction. The
struggle between the cl asses finally reaches a climax, at which point a revolution occurs and the
next m ode of production com es on the scene. In his simplest m odel Marx identified five major
modes of production in all of hum an history: primitive comm unism, slavery, feudalism, capitalism
and comm unism .
Thus, if a researcher undertakes a Marxist analysis, he or she directs attention to the
44
peculiar m anifestations of the elem ents mentioned above in the particular society under study. For
Marx these material ist conditions have an objective reality about which scientific laws can be
discovered. In capitalism , the mode of production to which Marx understandabl y devoted m ost of his
attention, the controll ing class -- the bourgeoisie -- is able to extract an expl oiting surpl us value
from the workers -- the proletariat -- because of the nature of the system. In order to protect this
power of oppression, the bourgeoisie engage in all m eans of tactics to prevent the work ers from
becom ing conscious of their shared exploited state, including the encouragem ent of bourgeois
social science with status-quo-supporting thought models.
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Sociobiol ogy, one of the newest fads in trans-disciplinary approaches, has been vigorously
attacked by Marxists as yet another rationalization for capitalistic expl oitation under the guise of
scientific respectability. Sociobiol ogy is the application of the principles of natural sel ection and evol utionist biology to the study of anim al social behavior. It assum es that genes are selected out from a
variabl e pool in interaction with the environment over tim e so that they provide for the m axim um
fitness to individual and kin survival and reproduction. This evol ved genetic inheritance programs the
possibl e range of human behavior, i.e.
the form and intensity of em otional responses and the more general
ethical practices based on them, the threshol ds of arousals, the readiness to learn certain stim uli as opposed to others, and the pattern of
sensitivity to additional environmental factors that point cultural evol ution
in one direction as opposed to another. . . The challenge to science is to
measure the tightness of the constraints caused by the programm ing, to
find their source in the brain, and to decode their significance through the
45
reconstruction of the evol utionary history of the m ind.
The m aj or spokesmen for sociobiol ogy consider it the "new synthesis." "The onl y way forward
is to study hum an nature as part of the natural sciences, in an attem pt to integrate the natural
46
sciences with the social sciences and humanities.” “No paradigm approaches natural selection in
its abil ity to explain a wide range of behavioral phenomena among animals and none offers
equival ent promise of cutting a clean swath through the m orass of data and theory currentl y
47
surrounding research on hum an behavior."
"The evolutionary epic is probably the best m yth we will
48
ever have." Biology's evolutionary m odel has been incorporated into social science before, in the
form of social Darwinism at the turn of the century. Most social scientists would agree with Professor
49
Boulding that the results were "almost catastrophic." Evolutionary model s have al ways been
prevalent within anthropology, though the extent of their influence has varied. After World W ar II, with
the em phasis on m odernization studies, m any disciplinarians began l ooking for evolutionary theory to
explain the process of societal development that eventuated in industrial ization. Though there were
analogies to biological evolution, the basic thrust was cultural evolution as an adaptive form of
behavior to a changing environm ent. The environment was primaril y changed by increases in
knowl edge, accum ul ating energy control, and im provements in the technology of production. Crossdisciplinary efforts were undertaken, and som e suggested “the increased usage of evolution as a
holistic concept for handling the increasing data deal ing with the question of how societies
50
change." However, the effort did not receive wide backing, and then sociobiol ogy took over the
stage. The cul tural evolutionists are fighting back, and the dram a of com peting world views goes on.
Biology, whil e it is an absol utely necessary condition for culture, is
equally and absolutely insufficient; it is completely unabl e to specify
the cultural properties of hum an behavior or their variations from one
51
group to another.
The trans-disciplinary parade coul d go on, but the above exam ples shoul d suffice to
dem onstrate the nature of the category. It is a crucial category for interdiscipl inarians, as it
contains the contending synthesizing models. A curricul um in interdisciplinary social science is
not complete if it does not include introductions to most of the m ajor transdisciplinary
approaches.
Thus we have three major approaches to interdisciplinary social science -- multi, cross and
trans-disciplinary. Mul ti-disciplinary approaches are limited to the juxtaposing of disciplines -usually generated by the need to deal with som e social probl em. Cross-disciplinary approaches
involve an effort at connecting and combining across discipl inary boundaries. I have suggested
seven categories of cross-disciplinary activity: topical focus, professional preparation, lifeexperience perspective, shared com ponents, cross-cutting organizing princ iples or concepts,
hybrids and grand syntheses. Trans-disciplinary approaches invol ve overarching non-discipline-
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bound thought m odels, of which I have discussed four examples: general systems, structuralism,
Marxism and sociobiol ogy.
Though no imm utable quality is claim ed for these categories, I woul d l ike to excl ude from
the last category one approach which has been l abeled trans-disciplinary. That is the approach
which calls for "an all-encom passing philosophy of science that concerns itsel f with all essential
aspects of all the sciences and discipl ines."
This unit y is continually to be brought about and accounted for by
those who actually engage in scientific research. These efforts
will remain fruitless if we cannot first com e to som e agreement
about the totalit y of m eaning in which, in light of our Western
tradition, we would like to live, and about the position that the
sciences will have in that totality of m eaning in addition to
rel igion, morality, the arts, and our sociopolitical praxis. And this
agreement cannot be brought about except by philosophical
52
reflection.
I cannot imagine a m ore difficul t, if not im possibl e agenda to accom pl ish. The quest for the
good l ife, for the solutions to all of hum anity’s problems, and for a unified world phil osophy -- are
all virtuous endeavors. An interdisciplinary background and orientation m ay be of assistance to
those engaged in them , but they are com prehensive utopian quests, beyond the scope of the
trans-disciplinary endeavors as defined in this paper.
Finally, I must reiterate that the above schema makes no cl aim to deep structural truth, or to clarifying
all of the confusing diversit y in the disciplinary and int erdisciplinary arena within the social sciences.
In addition, the taxonomy is a static one; yet an interdisciplinary activity that is a multi-disciplinary
approach at one period may evolve through various steps into a new discipl ine at a later date, or it
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may dissol ve back into its constituents, or som ething else may happen. Since the observable world
of academ ic groupings is not composed of internally consistent, unchanging, hom ogeneous entities,
one can never be entirel y sure that where one has placed something through personal impression of
chosen m odalities will coincide with others' views today or tomorrow. Nevertheless, it seem ed worth
a try to propose some order.
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